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Unique Focus Comprehensive
Training

Enhanced Safety

WHAT IS THE ESSENTIALS OF 
HUMAN FACTORS IN DIVING
COURSE ABOUT?

THE HUMAN DIVER

Most courses focus on equipment and techniques, but this

course is dedicated to the human factors in diving – the

human element!

Unique Focus

Giving you a better understanding of decision-making,

communication, teamwork, and situational awareness to

make every dive safer and more enjoyable for everyone!

Enhanced Safety

With a mixture of videos, case studies, theory, and quizzes,

this integrated approach to diving goes beyond just

equipment and techniques, you’ll soon understand the

intricacies of decision-making, communication, teamwork,

and situational awareness beneath the waves.

Award-winning, Comprehensive Training

When we think about diving, we often focus on everything but the bits

between our ears, and yet we take our brain with us on every dive!! We

often overlook the human element, instead we think about the marine

life we’ll see, the wreck, the cave, or the task at hand.

Knowing how we make effective decisions, communicate clearly, how

to build situation awareness, and how to be a good team mate, all

contribute to a successful, fun dive. That is what this course is about.  

WHAT INFLUENCES YOUR DIVE?

THIS COURSE COVERS

TELL ME MORE...

ABOUT THE COURSE

To learn more about the “Level 0:

Human Factors in Diving Essentials”

course visit

https://www.thehumandiver.com/H

FiD-Essentials

Apply Human Factors. Master the Dive.

www.thehumandiver.com

AT A GLANCE
This short online course is a must have

for all divers, from novice to experienced

and everyone in between. It creates the

essential foundations to understand and

highlight the impact of human factors in

diving, and how to ensure the dives you

have are safe and have a reduced

likelihood of human error.

"Very clear message, loved the

humility in it, the leadership skills in it,

the content, the resources, the

vulnerability in it. Just a great course

overall, probably the best I've been

privy to date. I believe PADI or SSI

should have this course in all it's areas

based on specialty and or beginner

stage to advance stages....this course

is so VALUABLE, it needs awareness

and promoted to all levels in the

diving community." 

- Will Morales

TO SIGN UP

Visit the link that was

contained in the email that

came with this PDF. This link

is tied to your instructor.

The interactive course covers a number of aspects that will support

you and your dive team members to have an enhanced awareness that

will lead to safer experiences. 

https://www.thehumandiver.com/HFiD-Essentials

